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INVARIANT SUBSPACES OF VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS. II

COSTEL PELIGRAD

Abstract. It is shown that every parareductive operator algebra A c

B(H) (as defined below) is a von Neumann algebra. For the proof of this

result, some new properties of paraclosed operators are obtained. Finally, a

sufficient condition that a reductive algebra be a von Neumann algebra is

given.

In what follows, 77 denotes a complex Hilbert space. The algebra of all

bounded operators on 77 is denoted by B(H). If A c 5(77), A' denotes the

commutant of A, and A " the bicommutant. Also, we denote by MA the von

Neumann algebra generated by A. For every n E N, we denote 77(n) =

©"_,77, where 77, = 77 for every /', 1 < i < n, and

A(n) = [a® a®- ■ ■ ®a\a E A).

n

The collection of all closed linear subspaces of 77 invariant under A (i.e.

invariant under every a E A) is denoted by Lat A. A weakly closed algebra

A c 5(77) is reductive [8] if 1 £ A, and Lat A = Lat MA. A linear subspace

K c 77 is paraclosed [4] if there exist a Hilbert space 770 and a bounded

linear operator Q: H0\->H such that QH0 = K. The collection of all para-

closed subspaces of 77, invariant under A is denoted Lat,/2/l. A weakly

closed algebra A c 5(77) will be called parareductive if 1 E A, and L&tx/2A

= Latx/2MA. In this paper (Theorem 2.1) we show that if A is a parareductive

algebra then A is a von Neumann algebra. In order to prove this result, in §1,

we give some new results on paraclosed operators.

Finally, in §3 we prove a result, announced (without proof) in [7].

Since the paper was written a proof of Theorem 2.1 in the separable case

has appeared [1]. Our approach covering the possibly nonseparable case is

entirely different and in fact simplifies Azoffs proof. I am indebted to the

referee for calling my attention to Azoffs paper and for the suggestion that

Theorem 2.1 can be formulated in this general form.

1. Paraclosed operators. Let 77,, 77 be Hilbert spaces. A linear transforma-

tion S: ^s^HC^s c 77,) is paraclosed [4] if its graph Ts = {£ © S& E
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fys } is a paraclosed subspace of Hx © H.

A linear transformation S: 6D^i->ir(6D5 c Hx) is semiclosed [3] if there exist

a Hubert space H2 and two closed operators Sx: 6Ùsr^*H2, $2: ^s ^HC^s

C H2) such that S = S2SX. The following proposition shows that these two

notions are equivalent.

1.1. Proposition. Let Hx, H be Hilbert spaces, and let S: öDsi-»//(6Ds c

Hx) be a linear transformation. The following are equivalent:

(a) S is paraclosed,

(b) S is semiclosed.

Proof. (a)=>(b). Since S is paraclosed, its graph Ts is a paraclosed

subspace of Hx © H. By the definition of paraclosed subspaces, there exist a

Hilbert space H2 and a bounded linear operator Q: H2\^>HX © H such that

QH2 = Ts. We may suppose that Q is injective, since otherwise we replace H2

by (ker Q)x. Then, for every ¿6^ there exists a unique Sx(£) E H2 such

that QSX(£) = | © 5(Q. Obviously, Sx is a linear transformation Sx: ty^H^

Moreover, Sx is a closed operator with 6DS¡ = <^s. Indeed, let {£„}"_ x C ^

be a sequence such that lim,,£, = £0 and limnS,(£n) = t/0. Since Q is continu-

ous, it follows that lim„QSx(Q = ô(tj0). On the other hand QSX(Q = £„ ©

S(£„) and hence Q(i)0) = ^ © S£0. It follows that ¿0 E ^ and £,(£0) = tj0.

Therefore Sx is closed and 6DS[ = ^5. If pH is the projection of Hx © // onto

//, then S2= pHQ is a bounded operator, and 5 = S2SX, whence S is

semiclosed.

(b) => (a). Let //2 be a Hilbert space and let Sx: <^sr^H2, S2: sÙs^H(Gi)S2

C H2) be closed operators such that S = S2SX. Let H0 = HX(B H2® H, and

#3 = {£ © S,£ © S£|£ E öD.s). If 9 is the projection of Z/0 onto //, © {0} ©

H, we see that qpH H0 = Ts and therefore S is paraclosed, which completes

the proof of proposition. In [3] it is proved that if S and T are semiclosed

operators, then so are 5 + T and ST (whenever the latter are defined).

Therefore

1.2. Corollary. If S and T are paraclosed operators, then so are S + T and

ST (whenever the latter are defined). We need also the following:

1.3. Proposition [4]. Let S: 6D5i-^i/(öD5 c Hx) be a paraclosed operator. If

^5 is closed, then S is continuous.

2. Parareductive algebras.

2.1. Theorem. Let A c B(H) be a parareductive algebra. Then A = MA.

For the proof of this theorem we need some preliminary results.

Recall that a von Neumann algebra /V has property (P) if for every

x E B(H) the weakly closed convex hull of {u*xu\u E N, unitary} has

nonvoid intersection with the commutant JV' of N [9]. It is known that every

discrete von Neumann algebra has property (P) [9].
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The next lemma is due to D. Voiculescu [12]. We include his proof for the

convenience of the reader.

2.2. Lemma. Let Z be a commutative von Neumann algebra, and let A be a

parareductive algebra such that Z c A c Z' and MA = Z'. Then A' = Z.

Proof. Since Z c A c Z', it follows that Z c A' c Z'. So, to prove the

lemma, we must show that A' c Z. Let t E A'. Then, by [10, Proposition 6.4],

there exists z E Z, such that for every projection p E Z, the element (z — t)p

has no inverse in the algebra Z'p. Obviously ker(z — t) Lat A c Lsdx/2A =

Lat1/2Z' and therefore the projection p0 onto ker(z — t) is in Z. The element

(z - i)(l - p0) of Z'(l - Po) is injective. We show that it is equal to zero.

Indeed, if this is not true, then 0 ^ Range[(z — /)(1 — p0)] E Lat,/2Z'(1 —

p0). By [11, Théorème 2] it follows that there exists a positive z0 E Z(l — pn)

such that Range[(z - t)(l - p0)] = Range z0. By the spectral theorem, it

follows that there exists a spectral projection 0 i^p < 1 - p0 of z0 such that

pH c Range z0 = Range [(z - f)(l - p0)].

Then (z - t)p is invertible in Z'p which is impossible. Therefore (z — r)(l -

p0) = 0, and hence / = z E Z.

2.3. Lemma. Let A c B(H) be a parareductive algebra. Then A' = M'A.

Proof. Since A is parareductive, it follows that A is reductive. Let Z be the

center of MA. According to [5, Corollary 1] we have Z c A". Since A c A"

C MA and A is parareductive, A " is parareductive too.

Let p E Z be the maximal projection such that MAp is abelian and of

infinite uniform multiplicity. Then, by [5, Theorem 3] it follows that [(1 —

p)A]' = (1 - p)MA. Therefore (1 - p)A' = (1 - p)MA.

By the preceding lemma, we have (pA")' = pM'A, so pA' = pMA. Hence

A' = M'.

The following lemma is a consequence of [7, Corollary 1.3].

2.4. Lemma. Let A c B(H) be a parareductive algebra, and b E M. Suppose

that every paraclosed, densely defined operator that commutes with A, commutes

also with b. Then b E A.

2.5. Proposition. Let A c B(H) be a parareductive algebra. If MA has

property (P), then A = MA.

Proof. We shall verify the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4. By Lemma 2.3 we

have A' = M'A. Let S: 6Dsi-^77(6Ds c 77) be a paraclosed densely defined

operator, that commutes with A.

It is easy to see that ^ E LaXx/2A = Ea.tx/2MA. By [11, Théorème 2] there

exists m' E MA, m' > 0 such that ^s = m'H. Since s is paraclosed and m'

continuous, by Corollary 1.2, it follows that Sm' is a paraclosed operator.

Since tysrf = 77, by Proposition 1.3 we have Sm' continuous. Since S

commutes with A and m' E MA —A', it follows that Sm' E A' = M'A.
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Now, we show that S commutes with MA. Let m E MA. Then we have:

mSm' = Sm'm — Smm'.

Therefore mS = Sm on m'H = ^)s and the proposition is proved.

2.6. Corollary. Let A c B(H) be a parareductive algebra. If MA is a

discrete von Neumann algebra, then A = MA.

Proof. Since every discrete von Neumann algebra has property (P), the

corollary follows immediately from Proposition 2.6.

The following lemma is a consequence of [1, Proposition 4.1].

2.7. Lemma. Let A c B(H) be a parareductive algebra, and Z the center of

MA. If p E Z is the projection such that pMAp is discrete and (1 - p)MA(\ —

p) is continuous, then p E A.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 follows from Corollary 2.6., [7, Corollary 1.3] or

[11, Théorème 1], and Lemma 2.7.

2.8. Corollary. Let A c B(H) be a weakly closed algebra such that 1 E A.

If every linear subspace of H invariant under A is invariant under MA, then

A = MA.

This corollary has been obtained independently by E. Azoff [2].

3. Reductive algebras. In [7, Theorem 2.2] the following is proved.

3.1. Theorem. Let A c B(H) be an algebra with the following properties:

(a) A(2) is reductive,

(b) A(2) contains a von Neumann algebra N with the property (P) and having

finite commutant.

Then A = MA.

At the end of the same paper, we claimed (without proof) that the

following improvement of this theorem can be given (see the proof below):

3.2. Theorem. Let A c B(H) be an algebra with the following properties:

(a) A(2) « reductive,

(b) A contains a von Neumann algebra N having finite commutant.

Then A = MA.

We recall that a linear transformation T: tyjV^H, (^j. c H) is a graph

transformation for A [8] if there exist n E N and linear transformations

{TtfZ2 defined on % such that {£ © T| © T¿ © • ■ • © Tn_2£\£ E %}
ELztA(n\

To prove the Theorem 3.2 we need the following:

3.3. Lemma. Let N c B(H) be a von Neumann algebra, having finite

commutant. Then, every densely defined graph transformation for N, is pre-

closed.
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Proof. Let T be a densely defined graph transformation of A^ and let

{TiYiZ2 be linear transformations defined on ^ such that {£ © T£ © Tx£

© • • • © Tn_2Í\í E %} E Lat N(n). If A„_, is the diagonal of H("-x\ then

it is easy to see that the transformation f: (fyç-V n A„_,) © A^_xr^H(n~l)

defined by:

f(£ © • • • ©|) = n© r,£© • • • © r„_2¿ if i e 6Dr,

f(l, ©• • • ©in_,) = o©o©-- • ©o ifc,©- •• etieC,
is a densely defined, closed operator affiliated to /V(n_l)'. Since A/' is finite, it

follows that Ar(n_1)' is a finite von Neumann algebra. Letp be the projection

of 772(""1) onto its nth component. Thenp E N^n~xy. Since f is affiliated to

N(n~xy, then according to [6, Theorem XV, p. 119] we obtain that pf is

preclosed, whence T is preclosed.

The proof of Theorem 3.2, is similar with the proof of [7, Theorem 2.2]

applying Lemma 3.3 instead of [7, Lemma 2.3].

3.4. Corollary. Let N, M c B(H) be two type II von Neumann algebras

such that N c M and N' is finite. Then every reductive algebra A with

N c A C M is a von Neumann algebra.

Proof. Since M is a type II von Neumann algebra, M' is also a type II von

Neumann algebra. Therefore, there exist px,p2 E M' orthogonal projections

which are equivalent andp, + p2 = 1. A standard argument shows that the

algebras A and (p\Apxf2) are unitarily equivalent.

Since A is reductive, it follows that (pxApx)(2) is reductive. The von

Neumann algebra. pxNpx has finite commutant becausep, E M' c N'. There-

fore the algebra pxApx satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2. By this

theorem pxApx is a von Neumann algebra and hence A is a von Neumann

algebra.
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